
The Catholic Mass 
Restoring the Centrality of God  

Chapters 9 & 11 

Chapter 9: The Mass is the Church’s Life  

The Mass is Organic  
Throughout the centuries the Roman Liturgy, the Mass, has had a natural development that is rooted 
in the faith of the people. The mass does not belong to a particular person, however it is the Church’s 
Mass because it belongs to God himself. Participating in the mass is participating in something in 
something that once was, is, and will be to come. The enduring nature of the mass brings the faithful 
back to Calvary while bringing along all the faithful that have existed in centuries passed and prepares a 
gift to be handed down to future generations uniting us with the Heavenly Liturgy that is eternal. The 
mass is not simply a private form of worship, or even worship that is to be solely localized, but 
something that is the truly the life blood of the Church. The mass is communal and objective, it is not 
individual and subjective.  

This natural development of the mass over the centuries is important. The mass, more or less, 
remained the same for over 1,000 years and was codified as the Tridentine mass in the 16th Century 
after the reformation. The Novus Ordo must be seen in light of this tradition. If we fail to unify the 
Novus Ordo with the past, the Mass has become something that is our own and not something that is 
universal and timeless. The theological refocus, (NOT a theological change) that occurred with the 
New Mass is good thing, if it is accepted in light of the Church’s tradition. The New Mass needs to be 
seen and treated as it is, a natural and needed development of the Mass that is in accordance with the 
Church’s history.  Therefore the “reformed liturgy” of 1969 is in need of further reform to ensure 
continuity with the past.  

The Novus Ordo, given its current application, runs the risk of becoming dated rather quickly, and 
therefore obsolete. An obsolete mass is fail to fulfill the needs of the faithful to glorify God and 
participate in the sacrificial nature of Calvary.  

Chapter 12: The Mass is the Wedding Feast 
Total Intimacy  
The fruits of the sacrifice of the Mass ought to bring is into deeper intimacy with the Lord. Intimacy is 
a humble incommunicable expression of love that ties lover and beloved ever more closely. In the 
modern world the understanding of intimacy has been reduced to the physical form and has been 
reduced down to something reserved only for people in a relationship with a significant other. In 
reality intimacy is something that one should have in almost every relationship and role they possess. 
Having a greater appreciation for human intimacy will elevate our understanding of the divine 
intimacy. The intimacy of a marriage between a man and a woman is a taste of the intimacy that God 
shares with us at mass.  
 
At mass we do not have a PERSONAL relationship with Jesus, rather we encounter that which IS 
relationship. In that the Lord’s Prayer does not start with My Father, but rather is always communal, 
it’s Our Father. Similarly the ecclesial relationship with God is made manifest at Mass. We stand 
together as a we.  



Being Feed 
As a mother nurses her child, so does the Church nurse us. Being fed is something that is intimate and 
necessary. Food is what sustains us. Literally being fed at mass is like a child being nursed. The 
tradition of receiving Holy Communion by mouth extends as far back over 1500 years. It is a very 
reverent and intimate expression of unity being fed our Lord. As humans we try to be as self-sufficient 
as we can, and thus it is an act of humility to rely on a minister to “fed us” as a child is nursed by their 
mother. The expectation is that we receive Holy Communion on the tonged, the permission that was 
given in 1968 was never meant to become the norm. In fact in its proclamation the bishops warned of 
the server dangers of receiving Holy Communion in this fashion. Communion by means of a 
communion line while receiving on the tongue takes on the expression of “consumerism” and leaves 
open the risk for grave abuses. Given the Lex Orandi, Lex Credendi, Lex Vivindi principle the action 
of our reception of Holy Communion is going to be indictive of our beliefs. Given how causal we have 
made receiving Holy Communion, it is no wonder that people simply have lost belief in the Real 
Presence. There are many estimates that upwards of 70% of Catholics do not believe that the Eucharist 
is Truly the Body and Blood of our Lord. Their language and actions are very much indicative of that.  


